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ABSTMCT
In this studyr-the importance of perceptual efflclency ln successfui
football performance was lnvestlgated.. The subjects for the study were
43 varstty and junior varsity football players from Ithaca College. Each
playerts ability.\^ras assessed accordlng to a success rating siale by
coaches and self. Subjects were placed lnto groups of higher and lower "\ .\
abllity by a median-spllt technlque. Each subject was tested on a set of \
I five perceptual tests that dealt with the efficiency of vlsual perception.
.The tests that were used lncluded the Group Embedded Figur-es Test, the
Vlsual Pursuit Test, the Visual Speed,and Accuracy Test, the Space
Visuallzation Test, and a football fllm analysis. A11 tests were scored
accordlng to standard procedures and the data were subjected"to reliabtlity
tests, lntercorrelatlons, MANOVA procedures, and stepwise multiple
regression procedures. MANOVA procedures,indicated that significant
overall differences in perceptual performance existed between players
of higher and lower abilities based on the coaches I ratlngs as the
criterion measure of. success. Discrimlnant function analysis found the
Group Embedded, Flgures Test to be the greatest discriminator betw*een the
two groups. No significant group differences were found when the atilfetesl
self-ratings were used as the crlterion measure of success. Stepwlse
multiple regresslon procedures found that 2.82 of the variance was 
]
explained by the perceptual abillties that weire tested in this study when
the coachesr ratj.ngs were used as the criterlon for success. Although lt
was found that the perceptual abllities could discriminaEe between athletes
of higher and lower abllitles, lt wis noted that only a small part of the
variance can be accounted fo_r by these perceptual abilities as measurdd
ln this study.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCTION
There is inferential evldence that superlorlty in motor skllls ls 1n
a true sense intelligence. A high degree of spaEial and kinesChetic
intelligence may be at work in a number of different types of bthletic
endeavors (Fincher, L976>. This interactlon among perception,
intelligencer' and physical skill is.what must be considered to understand
the successful performance of an athleLe.
The factor of athleEic intelllgence may be only a part of the-
attributes needed to be successful in athletics but when factors like
physical ability, emotional conditions, and chance are assessed to be
equal among two competiEors intelllgence emerges as the advantage whlch
may lead the athlete to srrccess (Thorpe & West, 1969). In the past,
psychologists have taken a resLricted view of human intelligence wherein
the IQ was used as the sole determinant of a personls intellectual
capacity. However, it is currently thought that we must consider the
nature of the intellect and attend to the individual qualities possessed
by successful adults with greater scope and variety (Guilford, 1956).
When considering the many variables related to intelligence that may
be important to athletic'success, it seems important to look at perceptual
speed as identified as a factor of intelligence (Fleishman & Hempel, Lg54,
1956; Guilford , 1956; McCloy, I94O; McCloy & Young, L954; Thursrone,.
Lg26). Tt seems especially lmportant for athletes to have ther capacity
to perceive a situation, process information, and initiate activities
according to decisions that are made while participating'in activities in
2｀
` which physical and mental adjustlllents relatedl tO their bodies, the bOdies
of others, stationary objects, and moving objects are involved (McCloy &
Young, 1954).  3iesheuvel (1969) indicated that there is a need for
perceptual effic■ency in sports when he asserted that・perceptual speed is
important in any situation where a high degree of v■3■lance and the rap■d
integration of infOrmation are important.  COmbs (1952)recognized a
growing trend in psycho10gy to view behaviOr as a function of perception
where the effectiveness of behavior is based on the adequacy Of those
perceptions and de■onstrated the ntegration of perception ■n his
definition of intelligenceo   Combs (1952) considereid intelligOnce to be
dependent on the richness and var■et, of perceptiOn.  Therefore, it seems
plausible t0 100k at the success of athletio perfQrmance in terms of
■ntelligence based On perceptual prec■s■on。
Perceptual speed can be broken down ■ to subcate80r■es each of which
can bO tested in a specific way.  ThurstOne (1944) used pёrこeptual sp:eed
to indicate a facility ■n perceiving detail that is embedded in irrelevant
material which leads tO an interest in the figure―ground and visual
disembeddihg topics as aspects of perceptual sleed.  Thurstonご (1944)also
■ndicated that an ability for rapid identification of cues ■s needed.for・
,                    `   ´
v■sual disembeddingo  Another aspect of perceptual prec■s■on ■s a capac■ty
for perceptual foresight allowing for an estimate or prediction of
spatio―t mporal arrangomcntζ in tho decis10ns and 〔1l tcrli〔ltivこs frOm willch
to choose in order to complete an activity or reach a final goal (Bindra,
1976).  The persOn is, therefOre, required to make a decision with a
linited amount Of infor■lation.  Fleishman and Hempel (■954)added to the
definition of perceptual speed by ■deht:fy■ng atial orientation, or the
v■sualization of spatial relationships, as an ■mpor ant component Of
??
‐
percePtual speed. It is thought that thls ablllty to visualize spati.al
reldtionships is predent to a high degree in ,smart,' athl'etes (Mccloy &
Yourig, L954).
In this study, a group of tests that assess an athletets perceptual
abilities vras used to investigate the possibilities that thede specific
percePtual factors are predictive of athletic intelligence and success
in athletic participation.
Scope of Problem
A group of five perceptual tests was used in an attempt to investigate
the posslbilltles that an athleters performance on Ehe perceptual Eesrs
could be used as a'predictive index for actual athletic performance.
Subjects were 43 rrhaca college varsity and junior varsiry (j.v.)
football players who.participated in this study voluntarily. These
subj'ecLs made a time commitment of t hour and were testecl on a scr.i.es
of five tests'. Testing was done in groups of two to flve Subjects. The
perceptual tests incruded were the Group Embedded Figures Test, the
visual Purbuit Test, the visual speed and Accuracy Test, the space
Visualization Test, and a football film anaiysis. Data were collected on
all tests and statistical analyses were done to find out how ,"".r..1"1y
successful performance on. the perceptual tests predicts successful
performance in actual athletic part'icipation as measured according to a
success rating scale- The data were subjected to reliability tests,
intercorrelations, MANovA procedures, and multiple regression a4alysis.
Statement of problem
This study is an attempt to investigate "athretic.intelligence,, as
indicated by the precision of the,visual perceptual abilities of athletes
using rthaca co1-1ege varsity and j.v. football players as subjects.
Up.tt SESg
Differences in perceptual abilities exist between athletes of higher
and lower football abilities and successful football performance, as
judged by the coaches and self, can be predicted by the perfornance on
the set of five perceptual tesEs
Asbu■ptions of Study   ｀
The fol16wing assumptions were established in relation to this
study:
1.   The varying phys■cal abilities of the athletes w■1l nO  dir ctly
affect the profic■ency of performance on the v■sual perceptual tests.
2. The position the athlete plays in football will not affect his
performance on the perceptual tests.
3. The testing as done in the laboratory setting will give
sufficient control over external facEors that might influence results.
4. Each of the five tests is properly identified as a measure of
one of the factors of vlsual perceptual efficiency.
5. The coachesr ratings and the playerst self-ratings are accurate ,
indlcators of the playersr abilities with regard to proficiency of
football performdnce.
Definition of Terms
The following terms were defined for the purpose of this study:
1. Athletic intelligence relates to the athlete's ability to
perceive a situationr_ process the information quickly and accurately, and
initiate the appropriate activities based on the decislons which are made.
This is not synonymous with or necessarily related to IQ.
2. ]]ql,,Spt,t-e]--.sae9-9 is tlef lnecl as the quickne'ss ancl accuracy wlth
whlch a situatlon can be percelved accordlng to the subcategories of
15
visual disembedding, closure, and visualization of spatial relationships.
3. V15ua1 disembedding refer:s to the abillty Eo recognize detail-
even when lt 1s-confused by irrel-evant materlal in the perceptual fie1d.
4. closure refers ro the ability to identify a form with only a
'limlted number of perceptual cues available..
-5. Foresight refers to the ability to make a decision about a
situation based on a limited nr:mber of cues or the ability to predict the
outcome of an unfinished situation.
6. Visualization of spatial relationships ls the ability to see an
association between rwo or more objects in a perceptual field with respect
to posltion orl distance.
7,. rnteractionally paced sports are those sports that require
complex and dynanic behavior often seen in competitive sports in which
the athlete, at least one opponent, and an object such as a ball or puck
are all in motion simultaneously. For example, sports that are identified
as interactionally paced sports include basketball, footba11, soccer,,
field hockey, and lacrosse.
8. Perceptive field is the universe of experiencs open to the
individual at a specific moment of behavior.
9. I:g1g_l-1{gleqq-g1-cS refers to a person's predisposirion ro have
internal frames of reference avai-lable to be used in acti-vely
articulating incoming information.
10. Field dependence refers to a
external frames of reference and to be
information.
personrs predisposition to use
less active in the processing of
Delimitations of Study
For the inten! of the study; the following delimitations were made:
1. Forty-three volunteer varslEy and i.v. 'football players at
Ithaca College were used as subjects.
2. One head coach and one assistant coach from each of the two
teams completed rating scales on each player in order to measure the "
success of the players.
3. The players rated themselveb according to the same, success
rating scale used by the coaches.
4. Five tests rirere used includlng Visual Pursuit, Group Embedded
Figures, Visual Speed and Accuracy, Space Visualization, and a football
f i.Im analysis.
5. Testlng"was done during l-hour sessions in groups of two to
five- athletes.
6. The data were subjected to computer analyses including
reliability tests, intercorrelations, MANOVA procedures, and rnultiple
regression procedures.
Limitations of Study
, For the intent of this study, the following limitations exist':
1. This same study done with a different set of subjects may yield
slightly different results.
. Other Eests o[ quallry of perceptlon may yield dlfferent resulEs.
3. The testing conditions varying according to the number of
subjects being tested at the same time may have an effect on the results.
4. Inconsistencies in the coachest" use of the rating scale
concerning the performance of certain lndividuals may cause some
inconsistenci.es in the rating of the athletes.
Chapter 2
REVIEI,I OF RELATED LITERATURE
The examination of related literature in this chapter will deal with
the interaction of lntelligence and perception and their comp6site effect
on behavior, specifically rnotor behavior, according to the followl-ng
headings: (1) hlstorical pi:rspectives on intelligence, (2) introduction
to perception, (3) perceptual speed, (4) visual disembedding, (5) speed
of closure and foresight, (6) visualization of spatial relatlonships, and
(7) motion picture testing for perceptual speed.
Historical 
.Perspectlves on Intelligence
When considering the relevance of inteiligence related to successful
athletic achi.evement i-t is necessary to look at hbw intelligence has been
interpreted in the past. The standbrd use of the IQ to estimate human
intelligence has been used in the field of psychology and in some cases
sport psychologists support the tr'ypottrests that superior athletes possess
average ahd above average rQrs (Vanek & cratty, 1970). rt seems that,we
have to concentrate on determining a way to define intelligence which
would be.applicable to the area of athletic performance and physical
,education. Guilford (1956) says that psychologists since Binet have
restricted their view of human intelligence. We must, therefore, explore
the many facets of human intelligence to make an accurate evaluation of
a personts ability.
rntelligence may be only one contributing part of successful
athletic performance, and we cannot disregard other factors and claim
that lntelligence is the lone determining factor in success. We should
8keep the subject of intelligence in perspective and include physical
" 
abllity, emoiional condition, chance, and intellectual ability as cat,egorles
of factors influential in athletic success (Thorpe & West, 1969).
Fincher (L976) indicates that some i-nvestigations find liitIe
relationship between i'rrtettig.nce and athletic performance. Often the
person who is not involved in athletics considers the athlete to be'on
the lower end of an intelligence scale but there is some lnferential
evldence that outstanding motor skll1s are in the truest sense lntelllgence
(Fincher, L976). The factors of intelllgence based on spatial awareness
' 
,rrd kinesthesis may be evldent in the talent displayed by athletes
requirlng different types of quality motor performances (Fincher, L976).
The lack of relatlonship between intelligence quotients and rhotor
quotients that has been found in the past may be more easily understood
when one considers how intelligence has been measured. There is little
relationship between general intelligence and performance of. motor skills'
but if intelligence is defined in terms of educability, the ability ro
1earn, a dlFferent relaEionshlp may be found (McCloy & yorrng, 1954).
ThursEone hras a major influence ln redefining intelllgence. In an
article by McCloy (1940), it is noted that the factors of intelligence
that were developed by Thurstone, including number facility, word fluency,
visualizatiori of spatial relationships, memory, perceptual speed,
induction, deduction, verbar reasoning, and restrictive Ehinking, are
applicable to the study of motor intelligence.
Another look at the organization of the human intellect can be seen
as a graphical representation in the form of a cubical model which defines
the intellect in terms of contents, operations, and products (Guilford,
1959). The list of products incltrdes unLts, classes, relatlons, items,
9transformations, and implications which progress from a low level of
organization to a more complex level. Operations included in'the model
are cognition, memory, d'ivergent thinking, convergent thinking, and
evaluatlon. We can rrse Ehls model Eo pay morci aEtenElr.rn Lo Ehe 1nte111-
gence of human adults. Tf. vre are to attempL to understand human
intellect we'must learn to lnvestigate the qualities of highly lntelligent
adults in a greater scope and variety than has been done in the past
when intelligence was defined merely by IQ (Guilford, 1956). Guilford
(L979) also states that, according to his cubical model of the intellect,
the definition of,intelligence must include the systematic collection of
abilities or functions for processing different kinds of information in
varlous ways including the way in which r./e process sensory information.
In an article by Jensen (1971) it is suggested that intelligence,
specifically TQ, is :rffected by sbcio-economic status, maEuratlon, and
learning. The theoretical interpretatlon of this findifg is based on a
conti.nuum of performance abilitles on mental testd ranging from rote
learning to problem solvirig. Two types of mental- proce'sses thought to be
involved are Level 1 intelllgence referring to associative learning
ability (rote learning) and Level' II intelligence referring to conceptual
or abstract reasonin! ability (problen solving). The test for Level I ls
the digit span test but the Level II abilities are best measured by
nonverbal intelligence tesls. The distinction between the two leveIs of
intelligence has some significance in the field of educatibn in relation
to methods of teaching and the types of cognitive abilities nerlded tci
deal with subjects as they are currently presented. There is a question
at this point, whether Level I and Level *IL," related in some way or 1f
one leve1 can exist.without. the other. The basic assumption is that Level
10
I abilities are necessary buE not sufficient for a high Level II ability
but Level II is not necessary for high Level I abilitles (Jensen, 1971).
Tn a reinterpretation of the Level r and Level rr abiliti.es, Jarman
(1978) says that it seems that when tasks are classified according to
Level I and Level II abilities ln a r"ray suggested by Jensen there is
little or' no functional dependence between them. This may be an.outcome
of the fact that people use the best abilities they have. Therefore, if'
a person with a high Level I ability ls presented with a Level II task he
or she will not fail in the approach Lo the task but will work with it
according to his or her most efficient level of ability.
With greater significance to the field of physical 
"drcation and
athletics, McCloy (1940) and Thorpe and West (1969) made some inferences
about athletic intelligence. McCloy (1940) discussed motor educability
in terms of the factors of intelligence identified by Thurstone G944).
McCloy (1940) defined intelligence as Ehe ablllty Eo learn or Eo adapt to
the environment'and indicated that the term "motor educability" describes
the ability of the smart player. Sixteen factors of.motor and athleti'i.
educability have been determined by McCloy giving an inslght into.the
types of attributes the intelligent athlete may possess. Some of the
necessary qualities of the intelligent athlete are as follows: (a) insi€ht
into the nature of the skill, (b) ability to visualize spatial relation-
ships, (c) ability to make quick and adaptive decisions, (d) sensory
motor coordination I--including ioordinatlon of eye with head, hand, or
foot, (e) sensory motor coordination ll--including adaptation to weight
and force,, (f) judgment of the relationship of the subject to external
objects, (g) accuracy of direction and small angle of error, (h) general
kinesthetic sensitivity and control, (i) ability to coordinate a complex
il.- ,
unitary-movement, (j) ability to coordinate a complex series or
combination of'movements which .follow one another in rapid succession,
,i
I(i<) arm control, (1) factors involved in the functions of balance, (m)
tlming, and (n) estheti.c feelings (McCloy, 1940). Many of the facrors of
motor educability defined by McCloy (1940) had been identified by
Thurstone (L926). These factors that were originally identified by
Thurstone (7926)'are componenrs of inteltigence that seem qulte relevant
to athletic intelligence. The factors are perceptual speed, vlsualization
of spatial relationshlps, and closure, all of which enable the athlete to
perceive the nature of Ehe situation quickly and accurately and initiaEe
the activities that would be appropriate (McCloy & Young, 1954).
Many factors of athletic lntelllgence were defi-ned in a study of
badminton game sense (Thorpe & West, 1969) . Noted badminton players
observed that when two players are equally accompllshed in- stroking
ability, the advantage that leads to a win is seen as the mental or
intellectual edge known as strategy (Thorpe & West, L969). The
,.- 
inteLlectual factors identified in this study were placed in the general
.categories of cognition, perceptlon, concentration, analysis, adaptafion,
and evalttal-lotr.. 'l'[tose nra lor categories were hroken dowrr inf o srrltcatei6,,ories
which are worEh noting at this point. Cognition includes knowledge of
terms and objects, arTareness of situations, knowledge of rules and
strategy, speed and depth of recognition of facts, and flexibillty in
cogniti.ve processes. Perception can be divided into persistent
bbservation, attention to details, speed of recognition of dbtails and
patterns, ability to watch opponent while playing, and visual acuity. The
subcategories of concentration are conslstent mental effort, unlapsing
attention, and full effort on each point. The general term, analysis,
L2
can mean analysis of your own errors or those of your opponent.
Adaptation includeB rapid adaptation'to changes, frequent change of pace,
flexibillty in use of patterns of play, planning ahead, and capltallzing
on analysis. The final area of evaluation includes making judgments,
comparing effectiveness, and knowing when to take a chance. The tests
that were used for the study by Thorpe and West (1969) were slmilar to
the Eests described. Uy C,-,if fora (1947j, Fleishman and Hempel 
.(1954), and
Thurstone (L944>. The specifics of these Eests as related to this study
can be found in Table 1 of the arti.cle (Thorpe & West, 1969, pp. L66-
L67).
Investigators lnvolved ln the ApEitudes Research Project at the
University of Southern California are working on intelligence ln order to
differentiate abilities assumed to indicate unique functions of information
processing. They define "executive functions" as the important asPects
of lntelligence concerned with intentions and the iniEiation and
management of motor responses (Gullford, L972). Guilford (I972) states
that there is a cognitive functlon that he cal1s "executive functlon"
?esponsible for linking intellectual and motor events. tni" rrexecutlve
function" seiems to be concerned with the management of patterned motor
actions based on an efficlent connection between perceptual input and
motor output (Guilford, l-972).
It is evident that in the field of athletics and physlcal education
we are looking at overt manifestations of inteLligence which are referred
to as "intelligent behavior" (Bindra, L976). This phrase usually indicates
that a high level of deliberation may be involved i-n thoughtful responses
to immediate environmenthl demands. This includes a certain amount of
information processi-ng involved in choosing, deciding, and planning
13
functions that may lead to the finding that a very complex intellect is
involved in those inforuuation processing procedures (Bindra, L976>.
Introduction to Perception
The way in which an individual locates oneself in relation to the
environment is linked with the way in which the environmenE is percelved
by Ehat individual. That perceptual style would describe the way a
persoir transforms or codes stimuli, how one pays attention to some
features and neglects others, how one uses information to form some
internal representation of the external wor1d, how one deals with that
internal representation to symbolize events in space and time, and how
that perceptual style is involved in organizing, initiating, and
controlling movement. A11 of these-factors.are important if we are to
understand the cognitive information-processing approach to the study of
motor behavior (Marteniuk, 1966). To understand this process we must first
deal with the area of perception which has been referred to as a
psychological category which, along with sensation, irnmediately precedes
overt behavior (Thurstone, Lg26). Although the idea of perception is not
the same thing as sensation'and the relationship between perception and
sensatlon is not one-to-one, sensory projections are usually consi.dered
the basis of perception. It is the relative strength of the,sensations
that determines the type and strength of the perception (nindra , Lg76).
There seems to be an interest in looking at behavior in terms of
attributes with intelligence as well as behavior dependent on the richness
and variety of perceptions available at a specific moment. If intelllgence
can be negatively affected by inadequacy of perceptions i-t seems that
behavior based on the same inadequacy would become less precise (Combs,
L952). The interaction of intellig"ence and perception and their composite
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effect on behavior, speclfically motor behavior, should be studied by
looking at how intelllgence and'perception can be analyzed in relati-onship
to their impact on behavior.
Perceptual Speed
Perceptual speed seems to be a necesshry attribute of a successful
athlete. Biesheuvel (1969) supports this when he says Ehat perceptual
speed is important j.n situations where a high degree of vigilance and the
rapid integration of information are important for decision making. This
speed of perception may be part of the personts individual tempo or it
can be somewhat determined culturally (Biesheuvel, 1969).
Thurstone (L944) defined perceptual speed as the ability to perceive
quickly the nature of the situation and to initiate the activities that
seem appropriate to the situation. The. proper initiation of the activities
is dependent on the insight lnto the perception. Also involved in
Thurstoners definiEion of perceptual speed is the ability to perceive
detall that may be embedded ln irrelerant material.
Fleishman and Hempel (1954) defined perceptual speed more specificdlly
as Factor V lncluding the individual concepts of visual purstiit, speed
of tdentification, and spatial orientation. In a later study (Fleishrian
& Hempel , Lg56) they identified perceptual speed as Factor VII which
involved the ability to make rapid comparisons of visual forms and the
determination of similarities and differencbs in form and detail-. These
factors that were identified by Fleishman and Hempel seem to relate to
visual disembedding, figure-ground discrimination, visualization of
spatial relationships, speed of closure, and perceptual foresight, all of
which be explaiaed in more detail.
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Visual Disembedding
Vi-sual disembedding is an important area related to perceptual speed
which seems to be related to intellectual abili.ty. Intellectual problems
that require a certain degree of creative activity often requlre that
'the parts be separated from the context in whlch they are embeddei and
\
brought into a new relationship. It is possible that if a per6on has-the
basic abil-ity to break up a-configuration it will be evident in
percePtual situations as well as problem-solvlng situations (Witkin et al.,
1954). 
.
Field di:pendence in perception ls associated with visual disembedding
and has been related to the speed with\ which percep,tual closure is
achieved, indicating an ability to restructure cues (Goodenough, 19'78).
There is further evidence that the perceptual styles shown in deallng wlth
an embedded figures test are.also important, in other test situations where
eognitive processes are more directly involved and that perceptual style
influences the ease wi-th which the person solves the problems as well as
the manner in which the person goes about solving ,them (witkin, 1950).
Pargman (1975) lndicates that the Gestaltic concepts of closure and
flgure-ground rijlationships appear to have reilevance to behavlor in
sports but that'they are ignored in the -literature as having such value.
He states that because athletes continually cope with moving objects, the
visual abilities, including disembedding, nay be the differentiating
factor in the levels of skilled performance. Gallahue (1968) also
indicates that figure-ground perception is important to successful movement
behavior. He argues that figure-ground perception is a basic elem'ent of
sPatlal orientation which he feels is a prerequisite to effective movement
behavior. Therefore, at least.by.association with other important !
・・     卜.  1        '… ¨¨ ‐¨      、                   ,Ⅱ, _                             ―
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attributes, flgure-ground perception is important because lt ls one of
the central factors influencing our p'ereeption. We must be able to r
,select central objects from their background and make perceptual judgments
based on either the central figure or its surroundings.
A great deal of the literature dealing with testing perceptual- speed
related to visual disembedding can be found in the Army Air Force Aviation
reports. Guilford (Ig47) refers to perceptual speed as Factor P. A. study
of the tests which can be used to deterrnine perceptual speed indlcates
that this factor may consist of the facility to perceive detail even when
'it is among other perceptual distractions. The characteristic that is
usually present is the readiness to discover and identify perceptual
details (Guilford , Lg47). The tests which were developed by Guilford
were reflections of the tests which were-flrst developed by Thurstone
(L944). The specific tests used by Guilford were (1) Speed in Apprehending
Perceptual Detail--a test of rapid visual perception of detail or the
recognition of similarities and differences, (2)'Pursuit Test--a vari-ation
of the MeQuarrie Path Tracing Test which requires the subject to trace
vlsually the path of a line that follows an irregular pattern, and (3)
Thurstonefs ldentical Forms Test--which requires the subject to match
ldentical items that may be placed aL different angles. The Speed of
Apprehending Detail and the Identical Forms tests were thought to be
valuable because they were considered to be discrete measures. Perceptual
speed is involved to a certain extent in a variety of jobs and
occupations which justifies the need for such a pure measure (Guilford,
Lg47). In another sEudy, Fleishman and Heimpel (1954) used the same three
tests that Guilford (L9;47) proposed to measure perceptual speed. Later,
Fleishman and Hempel (1956) used hifferent tests named Discrimination
匈r7‐
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Pursuit, Coordinatlon, Signal Detectlon, and Discrimlnation tests to
investigate perceptual speed. The conclusion was that the testing of
perceptual speed ls confined to printed tests (Fleishman & Hempel, 1956).
Other tests for measuring the atiility for perceptual speed dealt
more specifically with visual disernbedding. An example of this sort of
test is the Group Hidden Figures Test (GHFT) whlch j-s an adaptation of a
test used by Thurstone called the Gottschaldt Figures Test. The GHFT
emphasized visual perception mechanisms and seems to be appropri'ate when
studying athletic samples because those subjects are often involved in
activities whlch require movements and judgments relatlve to,their own
bodies, the bodies of others, stationary objects, and.moving objects which
must be identified quickly and accurately (Pargman, Schreiber, & Stein,
t97 4). 
,
The Witkin Embedded Figures Test can be used to'test figure-ground
perception and visual disembedding because it is thought to have value in
diagnoses related to field dependence; cognitlve clarity, analytic versus
global perceptual modes, and a general ability to structure experience
(Blesheuvel, L969). The Eurbedded Figures Test is a paper-and-pericil test
that requires the subject to find a parEicular simple figure within a
iarger complex figure. There is a moderate correlation between the*
Embedded Figures Test and the Wechsler IQ scales which may be due to the
relationship between thg fmbe&ded Figures Test performance and a Wechsler
"analytical factor'r including perceptual tasks like block desi.gn, object
assembly, and picture completion.
Speed of Closure and Foresight
Speed of closure is very closely related to the topics of figure-
ground perception and visual disembedding, however, there seems to be a
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somewhat greater amount of imagery involved ih closure. Thurstone (Lg44)
points out that the speed and strength of closuie is the abllity to hold i
flgures ln mlnd wlthout loslng the ldentlty 
.ol' shape. Thls speed of
closure requires the ability for spontaneous, ldentificatl'on of a figure
that may not be compleEe. Thurstone (7926) also defines lntelllgence in
terms of closure and foresight by stating that intelligence is the
capacity to make images and concepts complete at an early unfinished ' 
.
stage of formation and the ability to anticipate experiences that are not
perceptually present. McCloy and Young (1954) state that the factor of
closure allows the performer to see relatlonships,quickly, put them
together, and act on the situation observed. This factor has not been
studied carefully in its relationship to athletic intelligence but there
seems 1itt1e doubt that it w111 be of high value (McCloy & young, 1954)..
In an article by Guilford (1956), he cltes Thdrstone as indlcatlng rhat
the speed and strength of closure requires an ar^rareness of perceived
objects with a limited number of cues. To make a test.that is difficult
enough there must be a limitation of cues (Guilford, 1956). lJitkin, Dj/k,
Fatetson, Goodenough, and Karp (7962) recognize a few papei-and-pehcil
tests as being significant in testing speed of closure. rrr" st.".t
Gestalt completion Test was originally thought to have s'peed and
flexibility of closure ihvolved but later it was shown that only
flexibility of closure could_be tested by the Gottschaldt Figures. The
Mooney Closure Test is a modification of the Street Gestalt'Test which
allows more time for recognition of the figures and may test both speed
and fl-exl-bility of closure (Witkiri er al., L962).
The visual completion Test explained by Guilford (L947) is a test
used by the Army Air Force to test the ability for closure. The abillty
???
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to visuali-ze the completion of a design or the extrapolation of a line
path is tested in relation to airplanes. fne subject must visua1ize a
plane in flight in a circular course. Only part of the course is shown
and the exami-nee must decide where the plane wl1I pass lf it cohtinues
on the'course in whlch it is set. This test seems to test the ability
mentioned previously by Thurstone (Lg44) to hold figures or p.tt"rns in
mind without losing identity or shape.
The idea of perceptual foresight seems to be -another way to look at
the area of closure. The response of a person at any given time may be
partly determined by probable future events to the extent they are
predictable from the available information. The amount of foresight, the
extent to which a person can adjust to predictable events of varying
remoteness, can be taken as a criterlon of animal intelligence (Bindra,
L976). Guilford (1956) considers perceptual foresight to be a planning
abl1ity. Planning seems to be a cognitive process which allows decisions
to be made about alternatives that are likely to be encountered whl1e
achieving a goal (Bindra, 1976). This allows for an estimate or
prediction of spatio-temporal arrangements in the decisions and the
alternatives to be selected at each deci.sion point (Bindra , rg76).
In addition to the tests for closure ability that have been mentioned,
Guilford (1956) sees the value of tests of'perceptuar foresight..
competltive Planning Tests and Route planning Te'sts were developed by
Guilford (1956) as well as a test using slides of filn where the subject
must determine what event would follow in a sequence that is present'ed
(Guilford, L967).
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Visualization of Spatial Relationships
The ability to plan ahead by visualizing spdtial relationships seems
to be present to a high degree in'rsmarEil athletes and athletes who are
ready at all .time.s to outwlt their opponents (McCloy & Yoirng, 1954). Tt.
is thought that the factor of visuallzation of spatial relatlonshlps is
important to both team and individual sports. A good example of how this
factor is applied practically in game situations is described by McCloy
and Young (1954) in an explanation of the moves of a broken-field runner
in footbaIl. This runner needs to be able to visualize how he can evade
the fi-rst potential tackler as well as to know where he will be
iinrnediately after that evasion, where thg next two or three potential
tacklers should be by then, and what he should do to evade the first
tackler and get l-nto a good position to avoid the next two tacklers.
McCloy and Young then cite an unpubllshed masterrs thesi-s cornpleted by
Moser (1938) on the subject of developing a test of athletic lntelllgence
of football players: Moser developed a Eest battery measuring the abillty
to visualize spatial rel-ationships and found a correlation (r) of ;70
between his battery of tests and the coachest estimates of the athletic
intelligence of their football players.
A more scientific or phy"siological interpretation of athletic
intelligence is offered by.Blndra (L976). It is thought that the
informatlon about the locatlon of a target l-n space or the environment is
provided by exteroceptive distance receptors and exteroceptive contact
receptors. Visual and auditory senses must give the cues for distance
and direction relative to the person's position in space. From any given
fixed position the person is able to extend the spatial information
available by rnoving th-e body parts that contain the particular sense
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organs as in the ■ovements nlade by adjusting the`ゴeck, head, or eyes.
Witkin et al. (1954)write abOut space― orientationFtests in an
investigation of‐he ways in which the subject establishes the direction
of an object within a visual field, the direction of the field as a whole,
and the position of his own body.  The Rod and Frame Test can`be used to
evaluate the pos■ion of an ■tem w■thin a limited vigual field.  For
successful perfo■11lance on this taSk the subjeCt must concentrate on
moving the rod to an upright position in a tilted frame through reference
to the body position.  Two other tests used are theヽTi■ting―Roo■―Tilting―
Chair Test and the Rotating Room Test which also test the ability for
orientation of selF in space (Witkin et al., ■954).        ´     .
The MCC10y Block Test of Multiple Responses (McCloデ & Youig, 1954)
also tests the ability to respond quickly・ and adaptively to changing
`situations.  This lnay not be dir, ctly re■ated to spatia1 0r■en ation but
‐■t see■s to requ■re the same adaptabilit, neceSSary for appropr■ate
excctition of atlllotic endeavors that is founcl in thc othcr test3 0f
spatial relationships.                                   、
Motion Picture Testing for Perceptual Speed
Although Fleishman and Hempel (1956) indiCate that the factor of
perceptual speed is best tested by confin■ng procedures t  pr■nted tests,
Gibson (1947)and Vanek and Cratty (1970)have made reference to the
benefit of us■ng ■otion pictures to test some factors of perceptual speed.
Vanek and Cratty (1970)cite pSychologists from Czechoslovakia, East
Ce.lllany, and Poland who have developed sets of pictures of sport
s■tuations conta■n■ng more than one player, a ball or puck, and players
■n action.  The pictures are presented in a tachistoscopic method after
which the subject determines what players were present, where the bhll
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was, what the athletes were doing, whSt they would probably do next, what
they probably dld just before the plcture, and what should be"done next
in that situation. These types of tachistoscopic tests are used to train
what vanek and cratty call the I'tactical abilities'r which seem to be
based on perceptual abilities
The Army Air Force Psychology Program was'involved in the use of
motion pictures in the research of perceptual abilities (Gibson, L947).
Because of the expense involved it is important, however, to desi-gn
motion pi.cture tests only for the abilities that can not be adequately
measured by printed tests. The motion picture medium allows for a novel
way of presenting pr'oblemsr events, situations, and sti-muli. A variety
of types of movement can be simulated on the screen including movement
of objects as well as movements of the observer in a three-dimensional
.perspective as space is portrayed on the screen (Gibson, L947). The
'Perceptual abilities that were tested according to this concept included
the ability to judge motion and locomotion by using the Estimation of
Velocity Test and the Estimation of Relative Velocities Test (Gibson,
L947). The ability for sequential perception is involved -in the testing
of Gestdlt closure'by ,r=. of a Succession'Percepti-on Test (Gibson , Lg47) .
Quickness of perception was tested using motion pictures in a tachibtoscopic
way by requiring the examinee to identify and reproduce a pattern with a
brief exposure period i-n the Plane Formation Test (Gibson, L947). These
tests are important in creating realistic testing situations because
although the objects and events presented in motion pictures are not
totally real, they are more near reality than regular phdtographs,
pictures; or verbal descri-ptions (Gibson, lg47).
′ :
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The integration of intelllgence and perception as related to behavior
was recognized by Cornbs (L952) but each area of intelligence and
perception r/as dealt with separately in this review of liEerature.
currently recognized that the restricted view of intelligence by
psychologists like Blnet should'not be considered the best way to
It is
interpret intelligence, rather we should look at many facets of intelli-
gence to determl-ne a person's ability (Guilford, 1956). Intelligence was
interpreted as havlng many factors according to Guilford (L947), Jensen
(1971), and Thurstone (L926). Tn relation to athletics, intelligence
was seen as an lmportant component and analyzed by Fincher (L976),
McCloy (1940), and Thorpe and West (1969). In some of these studies ttie
factor of perceptual speed was recognized as an important aspect of
intelligence (McC1oy, L940; Thurstone, 1944) .
Perception was interpreted according to the way ih which an
lndlvldual codes stimuli in the environment. Definitions of perception
as related to behavior were mentioned by Bi-esheuvel (1969), Bindra
(L952), Fleishman and Hempel (1954), and Thurstone (L926, 1944).
A great,deal of the literature dealing with visual disembedding can
be analyzed using sources which explain some Gestalt concepts including
figure-ground relationships (Cratty, L964; Gallahue, 1968; Pargman , 1975;
Witkin, 1950; I{ltkin et al., 1954). }{any of the tests ban be found
'in reports from the Army Air Force Aviation Psychology Program (Guilford,
Le47).
Speed of closure is a
as ldentified by Guilford
(L944). Paper-and-pencil
Gestaltic concept.
(1956), McCloy and
tests for speed of
relevant to perceptual speed
Young (1954), .ld Thurstone
closure were recognized by
Witkin et al. G962)
Visualization of spatial relationshlps was considered an important
aspect for accurdte perception'and successful athletic performance by
McCloy and Yoirng (1954) and- Moser (f938). Wltkin et al. (1954) did work
on testing procedures for spatial orientation supporting the importance
of tests like the Rod and Frame Test.
Other tesEing procedures for perceptual speed include the use'of
motion pictures as an important medium for testing when apfroprlate
(Gibson, L947; Vanek & Cratty, 1970). Some of these tests may be found
in studies done'for the Army Air Force by Gibson (L947).
?
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Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The follow■ng chapter deals w■th the methOds and procedures used
in this investigatiOn.  Selection of subjects, testing ■nstruments,
methods Of data collection, scoring of tests, and treatment Of data are
out■ined.
Selection of Sub」こCtS
The subjects were 43 varsity and j.v. football players from lthaca
College who voluntar■ly participated in this study.  Football players were
selected because they are ■nvolv d in an ■nt ractiOnally paced activity.
Each Player and cOach signed an ■nfo.1.ed cOnsent form that outlined the
purposes and procedures of the study (see Appendix A for samples of the
info.uled consent fOrms).  one head coach and one assistant coach from
each team were selected tO rate the success Of each athttete accOrding to
a success rating scale (see Appendix B fOr a sample of the rating scale).
Testing lnsiruments
A success rating.scale was devised in Order tO judge the players'
success ■n the f00tball program.  COaches were asked to rate each athlete
by reacting to ll statements perta■nihg tO he factOrs Of perfOrmance that
are important fOr the "intelligent" athleteo  Rather than measuring the
physical success of the players, this rating scale assesses the dreas of
qu■ckness of perception, anticipation, and dec■s■On―Inaking abilities
(see Appendix B)。
Tests fOr Visual Pursuit, Visual Speed and Accuracy, and Space
Visualization are al1 5-minute tests taken from the Employee Aptitude
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Survey test battery (Ruch & Ruch, 1963).  The Visua■P rsuit Test is
based on the MacQuarrie Test.(MacQuarrie, 1925).  The sibjectis task is
to visually f0110w a line originating on the right, side of thこ page to
where it termlllates on the tteft s■dc.  An analy is of this test indicates
that the ability tO make rapid and・accurate scanning ■Oveme ts with the
eyёs is measured,(Rudh & Ruch, 1963).  This test also measures a persorits
ability to attend to detail in a rap■dl,、chang■ng environment.  This test
should be ■ndicative of spatial or■entation or perceptllnl speed as
ideitified by Fleishman and Hempel (1954).  The ability to follow ご
moving object, such us a ball, should also be related to the perceptua■
ability used in this test (Thorpe & west, 1969)。 A sam ■e of thi  test
can be found in Appendix C.  Statistics from an alternate form reliability
test are c■t d in the techn■cal reports w■th the reliability coeffic■ent
equal‐to .859 (Ruch & Ruch, 1963).
ぅ    The Visual・Speed and Accuracy Test requires the subject to scan a
group of numbers listed in two columns and record whether the numbers are
the same or different as quickly and accurately as possible.  The subject
■s, therefore, be■ng tested on the ability to accurately recognize detail.
Analys■s Of this test indicates that perceptua■ speed is b ■ng tested
(Ruch & Ruch, 1963)。  Ruch and Ruch (1963)define perceptual speed as the
ability to perceive small detail rapidly and uccurately within a mass of
materialo  A sample of the items found on this test can be found in
Appendix D.  An alteinate fOrm reliability cOefficient of 。912 1s fOtind
in the statistical information for this test (Rucぃ & Ruch, 1963)。
The Space visualization Test requires the subject to look at a
three―dinensiOnal object aid wOrk within a sOmewhat dissected fashion。
Each large cube ■s brOken down ■nt  a number of_smaller b10cks.  The
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subjectts task ls to record the number of other blocks each lettered block
is touching. Ruch and Ruch (1963) indicate that this test evaluates the
ability to visualize objects in three-dimensional sphce (see'Appendix E
for test samples). A reliability coefficient of .890 is indicated in the
statistics for alternate form reliability (Ruch & Ruch, 1963).
The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) deals wlth the subjectrs
ability in a factor of perceptual speed known as visual disembedding.
It has value in.measuring the field-dependence-independence of the
subjects. The GEFT requires the subject to identify a simple form and
outllne it in fencil as it appears in a more complex pattern' This test
is comprised of one 2-minute practice section and two 5-minute test
sectlons of-nine problems each. Sample problems are presentda in
Appendix F. A rellability test of the GEFT according Lo the Spearman-
Brown prophecy formula.indicates ?i reliability estimate of .82 for both
males and females (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, I97L) '
The football fi1ln analysis test was designed to ascertain how much
informatlon can be de'alt with after viewing a.short sequence of a
football play. Ten sequences were spliced together in the film and after
each sequence.the subjects were asked questions pertaining'to how much
detall can be picked up during the play sequence. other questions
approach the subjecLsf decision-making abilities. since most of the play
sequences are cut short before the play ends, the subjects have the task
of predicting the outcome of the play. Thls test indicates the aceuracy
a player has in making decisions based on perceptual information,
recognizing perceptual detail, and anticipating the outcome of a play
based,on the limited number of cues present in the filmed sequence' A
list of the quesLions asked of the subjects is in Appendix G.
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Methods of 
-Data Collection
A l-hour testing session was,arranged for each subject in a laboratory-
type setting. The testing lras done in groups with two to five subjects
in each group. A11 subjects completed the tests in the following order:
(a) Informed Consent Form, (b) Success.Rating Scale, (c) Group Embedded
Figures Test, (d) Visual Pursuit, (e) Visual Speed and Accuracy, (f) Spac6
Visualization, and (g) football film analysis. Fourteen of the subjects
were retested on the football film analysib to measure the consistency of
the test responses and establish test-retest reliability.
Scoring of Tests'
The Visual Pursui-t, Visual Speed and Accuracy, and Space Visualization
tests were scored accordin'g to the standard procedures outlined in the
Employee Aptitude Survey Ekaminerrs Manual (Psychological Services, 1963).
Answer keys were used to tabulate the number of right and \4rrong answers
and the appropriate scorlng formulas trere used as outlined in the
Examinerrs Manual.
The Group sfibedaed Figures Tesi was scored by comparing the form the
subject had outlir"a riat, the correct forms a's shown on the tri=r"r"key.
The score is the total number tf si*pt" forms correctly traced in the
second and third sections combined. The first section is considered to be
for practice and is, thdrefore, not included in the total-score. '
The football film analysis was scored by giving points based on the-
accuracy of the response. Questions that had only one correct answer
were scored by giving Ehree points for a correct answer and no credit for
an incorrect response. Questions that asked for information regarding
yardage or the number of players involvdd were scored by comparing the
subj ect t s anslnlers to the answers given by f ootball coaches as being
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the ideal response. Five polnts were given for the best response (i one
yard or player involved), three points for the second best response (t two
yards or players lnvolved), one point fbr the least precise response
(+ three yards or players involved), and no points for a response that is
not feasible. The subject with the highest score is the player who
responded most iccurately on the test questions
Treatment of Data
subjects were ranked based on the mean score from the coachesl
resPonses on the success rating scaIe. A.median split-was done to
separate the subjects into high and low groups according to ability. The
scores from the success rating siale and the football film analysls were
subjected to test-retest reliability procedures. Interjudge reliability
was found through intercorrelation analysis. The data from the five
Perceptual tests were then subjected to MANOVA procedures (Harris, 1975)
to determine differences between higher and lower ability athletes. Data
were also subjected to stepwise multiple regression procedures to
determine which of the perceptual tests account for the greatest amount of
the variance. These procedures were done usj.ng the mean of the coachesl
ratings and self-ratings as criterion measures of success.
Sunrmary
Forty-three male football players at Ithaca College were studied
using a group of five perceptual tests. These tests included the Group
Embedded Fi-gures Test, the visual pursuit Test, the visual speed and
Accuracy Test, the space visualization Test, and the footbalr film
analysis. The testing was done in a l-hour session in groups of two'to
five -subjects. A11 testing and scorlng was done according to the
procedures outlined in the test manuals. The- data were then analyzed
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according to reliability tesEs, lntercorrelations, MANOVA procedures, and
stepwise multiplb regiession procedures. The results of these'analy6es,'
were used to judge- the predictive value of the five perceptual resEs as
indicators o'f successful athletic.performance and- to find differences
between athletes oi higher and lowdr abilities
` Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this study was to test the lmportance of a set of five
perceptual tests as a predlctor of successful athletlc performance in
football. The results of the reli-abillty tests, intercorrelations,
multlvarlate analyses of variance, and stbpwlse multiple regressions are
presented 1n thls chapter.
Inter-iudge Reliablllty of Success Ratings
In order to determine whether the ratlng procedure was corisistenL
across the head coaches, assistant coaches, and athletes the scores from
the three sets of ratings were subjected to correlation analysls. Table.1
illustrates the intercorrelation matrix of the scores from the rating
scales. It is noted that the head coachesr and asslstant coachesf ratings
correlated .40. The athletesr and the head coachesr ratings correlated
, 
.20 and a correlatlon of .25 was found between the athletest and asslstant
coachesr ratlngs. These low correlations lndicate that the three judges
of success were not consistent ln the rating piocedure.
Rellability of Success Rating Scale
The success rating scale \^ras tested for reliability by correlating the
original scores on the rating scale to the set of scores obtained by having
one coach reevaluate the athletes 6 weeks after the original rating
procedure. The two sets of scores were subjected to a Pearson product-
moment correlatlon and resulted in a rellabllity coefficlent of .80.
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Table 1
Intercorrelation Matrix for Coachest and Athletest Ratings
1. Asslstant Coaches .40 .25
2. Head Coaches .20
3. Athletes
2
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Test-retest Rellability of Football Fl1ur Analysls
Fourteen of th6 football players used-as subjects were retested on
the football f1lm analysls 3 weeks after the original testing session.
A Pearson producE-moment correlatlon resulted in a reliabj-llty coefflcient
of .45.
,Intercorrelatlons of the Flve Perceptual Tests
The data from the five perceptual tests were subjected to correlation
analysis to determine whether or not the tests are discrete measures of
the factors of percepEion. Table 2 lllustrates the lntercorrelation matrix
for the five perceptual tests. The only slgnl-ficant correlation was found
between the Vlsual Pursul-t Test and the Group Embddded Tigures Test (GEFT),
r (43) =.45, p < .05. The lowest correlation was found between the GEFT
and the f1lm analysis with r equal to .01. These low Sorrelations lndlcate
thaE each of the five tests rllas measurlng a dlfferent comPonent of
perception.
Multivarlate Analyses of Variance
of the Five Perceptual Tests
In thls investigation the data were subjected to two multivariaie
analysis-of-variance procedures to determlne if statistically slgnificant
differences ln performance, on the perceptual tests exlsted between the
athletes of higher and lower abillty levels. One MANOVA utllized ttte. mean
of the coachesi ratings as the crlterion varlable and the other procedure
used the athletesr self-ratings as the criterion measure of success.
Uslng the mean of the coaches I ratings' as the criterlon the results
of the MANOVA lndicate that there were signlfieant overall group
differences, 0 = .356 (1, 1.5, 17), P < .01. These findings indlcate that
there was a slgnificant dlfference in the performances of Ehe higher and
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'Table 2
- _-._ 
j
Intercorrelation Matrlx for Five Perceptual TesEs
`4
1. Visual Ptirsuit -.L2 .45x .15 .L4
\ 2. Visual Speed and Accuracy .02 .L7 -.10
3.  GEFT
4.  Space Visualization
5.  Football Film AnalysiS
.20        .01
―.04
np 
. .05
|~・    ・     ・  ・    ~■ ~     ・   … … … … …
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lower abillty athletes on the 'set of perceptual tests. Univarlate analyses
on each variable lndep-endently lndicated that there vrere no signlficant
dlfferences found on any of the variables. Wlth degrees of freedom at 1
and 20 an F value of 4.35 ls needed for signiflcance at the .05 level.
Dlscriminant functlon analysis identifled the variables that
contributed Eo the overall group differences (see Table 3). It is noted
that the perceptual test wlEh the greatest contribution was the GEFT
accounting for 95.45% of the varlance between the hlgher and lower ability
athletes. The next hlghest variable was the football film analysis
accountlng for 3.3L7" of the variance. The Visual Speed and Accuracy,
Spatial Visualization, and Visual Pursul-t tests accounted for the
remainder of the variance, a negtiglble amount.
In the multivariate analysis of variance uslng the self-evaluatlon as
the crlterion variable there were no slgnificant differences found,
0 = .194 (1, 1.5, 17), p > .05.
Stepwise Multiple Regresslon of the Five Perceptual Testg
The data were subjected to a stepwlse multiple regression procedure
in order to anaLyze how performance can be predicted by optimally
comblnlng the ihdependent variables. When using the mean of the coachesl
ratings as the measure of success ln athleti-cs, the athl-etest success
should be able to be predlcted by an equation that comblnes the independent
varlables. In thls analysis the Vlsual Pursuit Test was found to be the
varlable aecountlng for the greatest proportion of the variance;'however,
it 1s noted that thls Visual Pursuit Test only accounted for a llttle
greater than 17" of the varlance. With the GEFT add'ed into the regression
equation lt is noted that 2% of the variance was explained. In Table 4 it
is illustrated that wlth all of the tests added into the regression
???
?
Discrininant Function
Table 3
Ana■ysis Based onM an of Coachesr [tatlngs
Variable Ranklng
,
Discrftninant
Welghtlng
Percentage of
Contributlon
GEFT
Film Analysls 
:
Vlsual- Speed and Accurdcy
Space Vlsuallzatlon
Vlsual Pursuit
―。977
.182
-。112
.022
-。007
95.45
3.31
1.25
.05
.00
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Multiple Regression
Mean of
Table 4
of Perceptual Tests Based on
Coachest Ratings
Varlable Mu■tiple
R
R2
Change
Simple
R
R2
Vlsual Pursult
GEFT
Space Visualizatlon
Vlsual Speed and Accuracy
Fll-m Analysis
(Constant)
。110
.144
.155
。166
.167
.012
。021
。024
.028
.028
.012
。009
.003
.004
。000
―.110
。033
-.059
。070
-.004
― .379
4。460
- .109
.638
.277
131.216
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equatlon or.Ly 2.8% of the variance r^ras explaLned as shown ln the g2 col'urnn
of the table.
When the same procedure for the multiple regression rdas performed
using the athletest self-ratlngs as the dependent varlable, the test for
Visual Speed and Accuracy accounted for LO.5% of the variance. The
analysis of, varlance for this flrst step of the regression was sighificant
at the.05 1eve1, F (1, 41) = 4.80. Wtren the effect of the football fllm
analysis was added tirto the regresslon equation 13.57" of the varlance was
explained. When the effect of the GEFT was'added into the regression, L5.57"
of the variance was explalned by the regression equatlon. The program for
the regression'was ended after the thlrd step because the F level or the
tolerance level was insufficient for further computatlons. The statistlcs
for thls regresslon'are illustrated ln Table 5.
Sumnary
The data wEre analyzed in order to test the value of the five
perceptual tests as predlctors of successful athletlc performance.
'-{'i:d"- The ratings of success obtained from head coaches, asslstant coaches,,
-.:
and athletes were subjected to a correlation in order to assess the
inEerjudge reliability. Thls resulted ln r equal to .40 for head and
' asslstant coaches, r equal to.20 for head coaches and athlet"es.
Re1labllity tests were performed for the success rating scale and the
football fl1m analysJ-s. The Pearson product-moment correlatlon for the
ratl-ng scale resulted in a test-retest reliabllity corfficient of .80.
The same procedure for the football fllm analysis found a rellabillty
coefficient of .45.
An intercorrelation matrix for the five perceptual tests indicated
that the only signiflcant correlatlon was found between'the GEFT and the
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Table 5
Multlple Regression of Perceptual Tests Based on
Ath■etesl Ratings
Varlable Multiple
R
E2
Change
Simple
R
BR2
Visual Speed and Accuracy
Film Analysis         .
GEFT
(Constant)
.323
.368
.394
。105
.135
。155
。105
.030
.020
。324
。140
.153
.079
.06■
.133
27.426
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Visual Pursuit Test (r = .45).
The multlr"iara" analysis of varlance lndlcated ttr,at a slgniflcant
'difference in perforuance on the tests existed between the athletes of
hlgher and lower abtlity when the mean of the coachest ratings was used
as the criterion variable. Discrlminant functl,on analysl-s revealed th6t
the GEFT accounted for 95.45% of. the variance. When the athletesr self-
ratings were used as.the criterlon irariabl-e no slgnificant differences in
performance on the tests were found.
Stepwlse multiple regression procedures lndicated that only 2.8i( of
the variance was explalned by a regresslon equation when the mean of the
coaches I ratings was used. as the dependent varlable for success wlth the
Vlsual Pursult'Test accountlng for the greatest prolrortion of that vAriance.
Wlth the athletesr ratings used as the dependent variable, L5.5% of the
varlance was explained by the Visual Speed and Accuracy Test, football
fllm analysis, and GEFT.
Chapter 5
. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter lncludes a discussion of the resulrs of this
lnvestlgatlon.. In thls study the importance of perceptual efflclency
was investigated in an attempt to determine whdther an athleters actual
perforrnance level could be predicted by a set of perceptual tests. The
perceptual tests lncluded ln-thls study were the Group Enbedded Figures
Test (GEFT), the Vlsual Pursuit'TesE, the Visual Speed and Accuracy Test,.
and a football flIm analysi-s. A success rating scale was also used in
order to judge the level of performance of the football players ,r""a fn
the study
Some investigators State that a hlgh degree of perceptual efficiency
is actually an important factor of lntelligence (Finchei, L976; Guilford,
L975; McCloy, l94O; Thorpe & West, 1,969; Thurstone, L926). Test batteries
for perceptual- accuracy have been used for assessing the abillty oi
alrplane pllots (Gullford , Lg47) as well as for assessing-""p"Ufiftles in
other areas of employment (Ruch & Ruch, 1963). The tests used in those
batterles have also been used ln the area of physical educatlon ln relation
'to studies of game sense (Thorpe & West, 1969), motor educability (McC1oy,
1940), and athletic lntelllgence (Moser, 1938). In addltlon ro rhose
batteries, lndlvidual perceptual tests have been used to determine the
perceptual style of athletes (Gallahue, 1968; Pargman, L975; Pargman,
Schrelber, & Stein, L974; Vanek & Cratty, 1970). Throughout this di.scussion
section, it is important. to remember that for the purposes of this study the
preclsioh of an athletets perceptual style can be justifLed as an'lmportant
41・
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component of athletic "intelll-gence" (Combs, L952; Fleishman & Hempel,
L954,,1956; Gullford, L956; McCloy, 1940; McCloy.&.Young, L954; Thurstone,
L926).
Before discusslng the i.mportance of the battery of tests utllized in
this investigatlon it is lmportant to consider the criterion of success
that was used. The athletes were judged according to the success rating
scale that can be found J-n Appendix A. This sca1e hlas devised in an
attempt to assess the quickness oi perceptlon, anticipation, and decision-
naklng ability of footbal-l athletes. The test-retest rellabillty G = .80),
as determined by a Pearson product-moment correlation, indicates that the
coach who was retested was stable in hls responses ln ratlng the athletes.
Thls does not, however, give an lndicatlon of how valid the rating
procedure was. It is assumed that the coaches, as experlenced
professlonals, should be able to accurately determine the 1evel of success
of thelr athletes. The ratlngs from the head coaches and assistant coaches
had a relatlvely low correlatlor, (l = .40) indicatlng some degree of
inequlvalency in thelr rating of athletes. This inequivalency may be
explained by a legitiihate difference ln opinion on the skill level of the
athletes or lt coul-d be due to variatlons in the coaches I lnterpretatlon
or use of the rating scale. The use of the mean of the coachesf ratLngs
as the crlterlon of success is, therefore, an attempt to take into i
consideration dlfferences in the scaling procedured. It sbems es'pecirally
important in football to take into consideratlon the oplnion of more than
one coach when assesslng ability because the large number of athletes
involved during the season makes it dtfflcult for any one person to
evaluate all athletes accurately. The athletesr self-ratings have such a
low correlation wtth'the head coachesr ratings (r = .20) and assistant
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coachest'ratlngs (r = .25) thaE iE seems chat there were some real
lnconslstencles ln the judgments in assesslng abilltles ln partlcipatlon
In football. If lt is assumed that the coachesr professional oplnlons are
valuable ln.assesslng b playerls talents, then lt may be necessary to
conclude that the players may not be perceivlng their abilltles correctly
and that their self-ratings may not be very accurate.
Because the footbalf film analysis was devlsed for this investigatibn,
the resulting scores hrere subjected to test-retest reliabllity procedures;
The low correlatlon (r'= .45) resulttng from thls procedure lndlcates that
there was some lnstablllty ln the athletest responses. The fllm was'used
ln an attempt to analyze the athletesr perceptual abillties when dealing
wlth football-related lnformation rather than paper-and-pencll tests.
The low reliablllty coefficient that was found indicates that some problemb
exlst wlth the fllm anilysls as it was presented to the subjects ln this
study. The difficulty of the questions and the requirement for accuracy
and preclsion in the athletesr responses may possibly be a major factor
in the dlfferences.of reisponses. Although'futresslng on responses was
tr
discouraged, it seems possible thaE some-of'the reaponses were
approxlmatlons and estlmatlons rather than actual predlctlons based on the
perceptual cues that were plcked up from the film. Although Flel3hman and
I{empel (1956) concluded that the testing of perceptual speed is confined
to printid tests it seemed necessary to follow the advice of Vanek and
Cratty (1970) and Glbson (l-947) who suggest Lhat there ls benefit in uslng
fllns in order to present the perceptual cues of motion that can not be
adbquately presented ln printed paper-and-pencll tests. As the football
fllm analysls was used.ln this study some problems did exlst but lt does
not seem that the use of this type of testing procedure is unwarranted.
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With some more work on developing a procedure for fllm analysis, a more
accurate method of using fllms to test perceptual styles may be valuable
ln a sport-related investigation.
In the development of the battery of tests used in tiiis study it was
antlclpated that each of the five tests would be measuring a dlfferent
aspect of the athletets.perceptual sEyle. The low intercorrelatlons Ehat
resulted lndlcate that there was not much overlapping in what the Eests
wilre measurlng. With the hlghest correlatlon between the GEFT and the
Visual Pursuit Test (. = .4S) it seems reasonable to conclude that the
tes'ts were discreEe measures of the factors of perceptlon. It also seems
reasonable that the highest correlatlon did exist between the GEFT and
the Visual Pursult Test, because the demands of both of these tests are
somewhat similar. Edch test requlres the subject to pick a speclfic
pattern out of an lrrelevant and somewhat confusing background.
The actual value of the test'battery can be discussed in terms of the
results of the MANOVA procedures. If lt ls correctly assumed that the
coaches are accurate judges of the playerst abilities in actual football
performance then it is evident that the subjects, as divlded into groups
of higher and lower abiltty athietes, can be differentiated by their
performance on the battery of tests used l-n thls study. This conclusion
ls based on the statistical result that slgnlficant overal-l group
differences exist (g. .Of). However, signtficant differences did not
exlsE when the athletest self-ratlngs were used as the criterion measure.
Assuming agaln that the coachesr ratlngs were accurate and valid, the lack
of slgnificance found when using the self-ratings as the criterlon variable
may indicate that the athletes were not able to accurately assess thelr
actual performance in footbal-l. By personal observation of the playersr
,}
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ratings without use of any statlstlcal procedure, it seemed evident that
the players who were fated higher by the coaches tended to rate themselves
slightly lower, appearing to be conservatl-ve ln their self-judguents. In
eomparison, the player.s who were ranked lower by the coaches tended t6
percelve themsblv"es as better players, as evidenced'by scorlng themselves
hlgher on the ratlng scale. Tn efther case, the athletesr percepttons of
thelr own level of play was soroewhat different from the coachesr eval'uaElons.
With the mean of the coachedr ratlngs used as the crlterion varlable,
the dlscrlmlnant functlon analysls explains t.he relatlve importance of
the five perceptual tests in determinlng the overall group differences.
It ls not surprlsing that the GEFT makes th.e najor contribution, explaining
95.457" of the variance. The importance of the capaclty for visual
dlsembedding, as measured by the GEFT, ls supported ln the literature as
belng a central factor in influencing how the athlete deals with perceptual
cues in the envlronmenr (Gallahue, 1968; Pargman, Lgl5; Parguan, Schreiber,
& Steln, L974). The abiltty measured by the GEFT infl-uences the ability
to select lmportant cues from their background and make perceptual
judgments based on elther the central cue or lts surroundlngs. The
relevance of the GEFT to what is calleiC rfathletic intelligencett may also
be lmportant by notlng that the abillty for visual disembedding*needed
for deallng with the problems in the GEFT l's needed for problem solvlng
abllities (Gobdenough, L978; Wltkf.n, 1950; and l^Iitkin er a1., 1954)
The football film analysls is ldentifled in the dlscriminant function
analysls as being the second most lmportant factor in differentiatlng
between the high and lower ability athletes, but it accounts for only
3.3L% of the varianc"e. If the athletes of htgher ability perform better
on this particular test it rnlght be explained by thelr abllity to make
h‐ ■
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qulck declsions based on perceptual cues from the envlronmenE or because
of greater knowledge of the game through experlence. The Visual Speed and
Aceuracy, Spatlal Visualizatlon, and Vlsual Pursuit tests account for a
negllglble amount of the variance. It ls obvious in this analysls that
the GEFT was such a powerful dlscrimlnator of the two,groups that there
was not much of the variance remrinlng to be explalned by tte itter forrr
tests. Although previous studies (t'tccloy & Young, Lg54; Moser, 1938) found
perceptual abilitles of athletes to include spatial visualization, speed
and accuraey, and vldual pursuit as important assets, the results of this
study lndlcate that these components of perception are of no real
signiflcant value l-n differentiatlng between the athletes of hlgher and
lower ablllty. tr{hen the lack of signiflcance found in ali of the
univariate analyses of varlance l-s consldered, the lndlvldual tests are
not found to be diScrlmlnators between high and low abillty athletes. The
significance found in the MANOVA, the-refore, indicates that it is the
comblned effect of the five tests that dlscrinlnates between the two Sroups
-of athletes.
The stepwise multiple regresslon describes the irnportance of the flve
perceptual teists along another dimension. Instead of identtfying the
varlables as they dlfferentiate the groups of hlgher and lower abillty of
athletes, as in the MANOVA, the regression procedure considers all of the
subjects and tdentifies the variables in their order of lmportance in the
construction of a predicti-on equation. Thls equation can then be used to
predict the actual performance level of an indlvidual athlete by optimally
combinlng the five- independent variables. This procedure ls dlfferent from
the IANOVA and lt is, therefore, not surpri.sing that the order in which the'
independent variables are listed ls different from the order of lmportance
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as liSted in the diSCriminant function analysiS.  With the mean of the  ,
coaches' rhtings uSed as the dependent variaぢ1と, it is found.that Only
2.8% of the tOtal VarianCe can be eXp■ained by the five perご
eptual testS・     ´
In other wOrdS, the ath■etels Success in actua■ perform nce iS COmplex and
there may be ■lany Variables cOntributing tO athletiC SucceSS・
  SOme ma30r
areas affeCting the athleteiS perforlnance, as described by MCC10y (1940)       :
and Thorpё aid West (1969), are physiCal ability, psyCh010giCal fhCtOrs,
sOcial factOrs, enV■ronmental factOrst menta■ factOrs, and perCeptual
capacities.  Of the many COmponents contributing to the sucCessful
perfo・・lance of an athlete, thiS Study indiCateS that perceptual Style as
identified by the fiVe teStS Only explainS 2.8% of the tOtal profile。
When diSCusSing the resultS Of thiS Study, it may be intereSting tO
consider the reasOns Why the mOre highly stil■ed athletes haVe more preCiSe
perceptual Styles.  It is POSS■ble that the highly skilled athleteS perforln
better ■n actual spOrt partiCipatiOn bさcause they poSSess the ability tO
perceiVe the Cues in the envirOnment｀quickly and tO integrate al1 0f the
.  releVant infOrmntiOn in a useful and productiVe way, IIlaking it feasible to
pre`iCt the athlete's ability by analyzing the perceptual abilities.  In
this Case the athlete's perceptual effiC■ency may be a COnstant,
predetermined quality that iS inherent tO the indiVidual.  HOWever, there
is another pOSS■ble explanatiOn for the findingS that the better athletes
have mOre effiCient perCeptual Styles.  ThiS explanatiOn inCludeS the
pOssibility that ttte m9re highly Skilled athletes have had 
■Ore eXper■ences
and a greater Variety of Opportun■ties tO uSe their perCOptiOns in different
ways.  Through these exPerienCes it iS posSible that the perCeptual Style
of the athlete could be deVeloped Or trained in a way to result in a greateT
degree of perCeptual effiC■enCy.  The deve10pment of percδ
ptual capacities
?
?
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may be alddd by coaches who stress analysis durlng partlcipatlon rather
ttian stressing rote mechanics of niovement without any analysls by the
players. This ability to anaLyze information from the bnvironment may
also be developed differently based on the posltion the arhlete pldys
because of the perceptual fleld that ls of lmportance to.him. For example,
a quarterback could have a greater need to be able to deal with a great
deal of lncoming fnformatfon than a lLneman amd may, therefore, develop the
ability to deal with that informatlon. If this type of perceptual ability
can be developed, it may'be important to investigate procedures that
influence a personts perceptual style and traln athletes to become aware
of cues ln the environment and otgar^I-ze Ehem in a useful way.
Summary
The lmportance of perceptual efficiency in athletic success was
investlgated ln thls study. Perceptual tests were selected accordlng to
the suggestions of past researchers who dealt with the abllities of athletes
as well as the abiltties of other people whose successful performance
depends on perceptual efficiency.
Athletes lrere rated according -to thelr success ln football performance.
Although lnterjudge correlations ate low, the valldity of the rating -
procedure is not necessarlly affecLed. The inconsistencies in the ratings
may be legitimate differences in opinion or variatlons in the use of the
ratlng sca1e.
The reliability of the football film analysis was considered. It was
suggested tirat the low test-retest correlation resulted because of the
difflculty of the questlons and the requirement for accuracy of responses.
The fllm analysis may be found to be a useful testing procedure, lf the
t
problems are ellmlnated, because of'lts analysl-s of the perceptual abllity
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needed ln.deallng wlth sport-relaEed siEuatlons. Low lnEercorrelations
among the perceptual tests used ln this'study indlcated that'the tests
were dlscrete measures of perceptual abllltles.
MANOVA procedures determlned slgnlflcant group- differences. in
perceptual peiformances based on the coachedr ratings as the'crlterlon
measure. Thdgreatest discrlminator was'found,to be the GEFT by
d_iscriml-nant'functlon analysls which seem's reas6nable based on the
importance of the GEFT in the literature as a determinant of the abillty
for vlsual disembedding, an ability closely related to problem solving
ablllties. Because'the.GEFT accounted for a major part of the varlance
the other tests accounted for a negligible amount of the variance..
Stepwlse multlple regresslon*found that'only 2:8% of the variance can
be explalned by the perceptual abilities that were tested ln thls study.
It is understandable that there are so.many varlables involved in
successful pi:rformance that an efflcient perceptual style may only rnake
a smaIl contribution to success l-n athletics.
It ls interesting to conslder the possibillty that perceptual
efficieney is not an inherent quality of an indlvldual and that experiences
and trainlng may be able to influence the quality oi perceptlons. If thls
ls true some methods for tralning perceptual efflclency may be lnvestlgated
to find some procedures for inproving an athleters abillty to deal wlth
cues from the envlronment in a useful.and constructlve manner.
′                            Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUS10NS AND RECOMMENDAT10NS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarと                               ,
This study investigated the importance of pёrceptual effi iency, in
relation to t'athletic intelligence,l as a discr■■■nator for athlete  of
higher. nd lower abilities.  Forty―three lthaca College football players
were used as subjects for this study and were divided into two groups
after being rated by coaches and self according to a success rating scale。
Thき subj ects' perceptual capabilities were tested using the Croup Embedded
Figures Test, the Visual PЧrsuit Test, the Visual Speed and Accuracy Test,
the Space Visualization Test, and the football film analys■s.  Computer
analys■s was used to dete.Ш■ne reliability coefficients and
intercorrёlations.  The data were also subjected to MANOVA and stepwise
imultiple regresslon procedures.
Analys■s of the ratings of the athletes' success in football indicated
that some inconsistencies exist in the ratings; however, some disagreemen,
■n the rating of the athletes ■s expected due to differences ■n personal
opinion.
The intercorrelations of the five pごrceptual tests were cons■dered t
deteimine that the tests were discrete measures of components of pさrc ptu l
efficiency.  Since there is no COrrelation coefficient greater than .45 it.
seems reasonable to conclude that the five tests were discrete measures.
MANOVA procedures made ■t possible to describe group differences
betweei athlしtes of higher and lower abilities.  With the mean of the
coaches' ■atings used as the cr■ter■on measure of success, overall group
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differences were found to be significant at the .01 lbvel.  The univariate
ana■yses of variance indicated that none Of the tests, whёn used
lindependentlyぅ are significant discri■inatOrs between athletes of higher
‐   and lower ability・
Discriminant functiOn analysis revealed the percentage of contribution
of each Of the five variables in relationship to the diffettence between
higher and 10wer ability ath■etes.  The GEFT IIladc the largest contributi6n
(15。45%) to the difference bこtw en the twO groups.  The next ■ost important
var■able was the footbal■ film analys■s accountェng for 3.31% of the
var■ance.  The Visual Speed and Accuracy, space VisualizatiOn, and Visual
Pursuit tests accounted fOr the remainder Of the variance.  MANOVA
procedures us■ng the athletes' self―ratings as the・cr■ter■on measure      ´ .
revealed ●o significant differences between the ttwO groups Of athleゼざs.
Stepwise multiple regressibn procedures indicated that, when the
coaches' ratings were used as the criterionメ only 2.8%′ f the var■ance can
be explained by the athletes' perceptual abilities as defined by the Set
of. tests used in this study.  It is possible that the other attr■butes     ‐   =
マ     ・
needed to be a,successful athlete are ■mportan  enough tO account. for Overl
96% of the,athlete's success so that onlジ a small part of success ■s
dependent on iperceptua■ abilities.                                      .
Concluslons
、   ル =
ヽ1‐
・  ・1.   Higher and 10wer ability athletes perFO・Щed differently :卜lib.  ,`1_.1・ .  
′
pёrceptual tests when‐the mean of the coachest ratings was used、as the
cr■terion measure of success.
2.   The Croup Embedded Figures Test was the most important
discr■minating factor between the athletes of higher and lower abillties,.
accounting for 95.45% of the variancO, when coachOs' ratings were uS,d as
?
???
．?
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the crlterion measure.of success.
3. Only 2.8% of. the varlance can be explained by the five perceptual
tests as determlned by the predlctlon equation resultlng from stepwise
multlple regressl-on procedures.
4. Uslng the self-ratlngs as the criterion measure of success, no
slgnlficant dlfferences ln p'erfornance on the perceptual tests were found
between hlgh and low ability athletes.
t
Reconmendati.ons for Further Study
1. Conduct a similar study using a more heterogeneous dample of
athletes with a greater range of abl1ltles in aEtual athletic performance.
2. Investigate the differences in perceptual abilitles between
athletes playing different positions.
3. Investigate the posslbllitles of derieloping a more ecologlcally
valid testJ-ng procedure using fllm analysis for testing perceptual
abillties in a sport-related situatlon.
4. Investilate procedures that may be used tb develop rnore rlfficient
perceptual styles for athletes and to lmprove the athletest abiliti.J to
analyze cues from the envlronment in an effective way.
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Appendix A
IMORMED CONSENT FORM'FOR COACHES
I am conducting an investigation dealing with the speed of vlsua1
perceptlon as a predlctor of success in athletics. The stridy w111 lnvolve
the participation of 50 varslty and'j.v football players'
As a coach, you w111 be asked'to rate the level of success of your
. players by reacting to a questionnaire related to football performance.
You should be assured that all of your data tiil1 remain cornpletely
conf ldentia1.'
The rating procedure should take about t hour to judge the abilltles
of the players. It is also lmportant to note that your participatlon in
this study is completely voluntary and no one ls required to participate'
Your lnitial agreement to partlclPate does not pt6tritit you from
dlscontinuing partlcipatlon at any time durlng thls study.
please conslder the purposes of this study and the time commitment
lnvolved before decidlng whether or not you w111 Participate in thls
study. Indicate your decislon below'
Thank You for Your cooPeration,
yes, I voluntarily choose to ParticiPate in this study.
(Please sign your name on the line above')
No, I do not wish to participate in this study'
??
??
Appendix A (collltinued)
INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR ATHLETES
I am conducting an invcstigation dealing with the speed of visual
perception as a predictor of.success in ath■etics.  The study will inv●lve
the participation of 50 varsity and j.vo football players.
As a ごubject you will be asked to take a set of five perceptual tdsts.
Four of the tests w■1l be paper―nd…pencil tests and one test will be a
test based on the analys■s・of football films。こ You w■1l also be asked to
judge your success as a football player by reacting to a questionnaire
related to your football performanCe.  A grotip.of football coaches w■11
also judge yOur performance according to the same scale.  You should be
assured that all of your data as well as the ratings of your perfor■ance
by the coaches wil■ remain completel, confidentia■.
The entire testing pr6cedure should take about l hour and ]_5 `
minutes and all tests lllay be given ■n a group s■tuation.  It is also
■mportant to note that participationtin this study is completely voluntary
and no one ■s r uuired to participate.  Your in■t al agreement to
participate does not prOhibit you fron discontinuing participation at any
time during the study.
Please consider the purposejs of this study
involved before deciding whether or not you r.rill
study. Indicate your declsion below.
' Thank
and the time commitment
participate in thi-s
you for your cooperaEion,
Yes, I voluntarily choose to particlpate in this study.
(Please
No, I dO
sign your name on the
not -wlsh to ParticiPate
line above.)
'in this study.
Appendix B
SUCCESS RATINC SCALE
:layerii  imeDlrections: Please mark an "X" ln lthe space n.Lt to
most accdrately describe the perfoimance
indicated at the ,top of thls sheetl,
ALWAYSFREQUENTLY
55
each statement to
of the player
SOMETIMES
HARDLY
EVERNEVER
4.
1. Ihkes qulck declslons
ln play situatlons
2. Is aware of all of thepossibllities of play
deirelopnent
3. Is a proflcient
athlete wlth regard
to physical capaclty
and sklIl
Uses ineffective
methods 1n play even
thought he may know
the correct thing to do
5。
6.Ends up ln the rlght
ethe rlght time
Adjusts to changLng game
situatlons correctly
place a
re of where his
teamnates are
Knows his capabilities
and plays within his
range
Plcks up on a play for
a teammate when that
teammate makes a mlstake
Anticlpates how the
play w111 develop
I(nows where the opposlng
teamts players are
8.
9.
10.
11.
Coach //
Appendix C
EM[PLOYEE APTITUDE SURVEY
TEST 3 
-Visual Pursuit
FORM A
f)eveloped by:
C. Grimslel', F. L. Ruch N. D. Warren & J. S. Ford
Look at the examplc belorr'. The problem is to follow each line through u'ith 1'our eyes from its
nuntber at the right to the box *'here it comes out on the left. The first three items have been
marked to shorr, 1'ou horv. Line I has been drawn extra heavy' so that )'ou can trace it more easilt'.
'lrace lines 1,2, and 3 for 1'<-rurself, to'make sure that the correct ansu'ers have been marked.
If l.ou fgllou' the line fronr number 1 on the right to the place where it ends on the left, r'ou can
see that it comes out at a box u'ith a "R" in it. 'l'herefore, ans\A'er space "B" has been ntarked ftlr
the f irst itenr. 'l'he line rvhich starts at number 2 comes out at a liox u'ith an "A" in it, so answer
st>ece "A" has been marketi for the second item. Ansrr'er space "E" has been markecl for the third
item, since line 3 c<>mes out at a b<lx u'ith an "E" in it. Are there an)'questions?
Nou. trace the rest of the lines br' y'ourself. 'l'race each line from the number on the right to the
b<lx rv[ere it ends. Then rnark the crrrrect ans\r'er in the space under,the letter that is the'same as
the letter in the box u'here the line ends. 'I'race each line rvith 1'our e)'es as,ttuicklt' as )'ou can.
Be(in immediatell at nun'rber {.
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? ?
?
?‥?
?‥
‥?
?〕
?
﹈??
???
??
?〓
?
?
?????
????
?
?
〕?
〓
，
???
ョ
??
????
?
?
?
?
??
??〔
???〓?
?????
??「
?
?
???
???﹈
﹈
??
??
?
?
?? ?
?
???
??
iC
Beginnilg s.itI linc {, 1'ou slroultl hltvc rrt'.trkcd A. (], I}, antl t). Arc thcrc ltnv tlucstiorts? "
On the other side of this sheet are more lines like those above. As soon as the signal is given, turn
).()ur paper ()\,er. \'ou u,ill be given five nrinutes to trace as man) lines as )'ou can. Work as
truickly and accuratell. as possible. You u'ill get along better if t'ou f<-rllorv the lines thrt-ru*h u'ith
) our e)'es, not using )'our pencil.
(,OP'ヽRIGHT,1956
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5:﹈?
?
?
﹈〓??
?
??
?
??
?
?〓
??
???
?
?
O   E
??
???
????
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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A B C D E
B C D E
2
3
4
5
6
7
A B C D E
A B C D E
A B C D E
B C O E
A B C D E
81 1 :  || |
A B C D E
91  1    1  1
A B C D E
10     1
A B C D E
il: :| :| :| :|
A B C D E
12  1  1    1
A B C D E
131 1 1
A B C D E
141      1
A B C D E
151  1  :  :  :
A   B
161
A   B
17
A   B
18
19   1
A   B
2011
A   B
21:  |
A   B
22   1
A   B
231  1
A   B
24 i  l
A   B
251:
A   B
2611
A   B
271'  |
A   B
2811
A  イB
291  1
A   B
3011
?
?
?? 〓?
??
?，
???
?
??
??
〓
??
?
?
「??
????
? 〓
???
??
〓?
???
? 〓?
?
?
?〓?
??
〓
――
???
?
―?
?
? ??
??
〓
」
??
?
＝
――
?
EMPLOYEEメバPTITuDE SURVEY 、
8
: TEST‐4-V:sual,peed and Accuracy
FORM A
Dov●:o。●d by:
G.Grimsiey,F.L Ruch&N.D.Wbrren
Look al he pairs of numbers be拮w.T卜●lrS'pair of numbers′792 and 792′are exadly al巖e.
Therelore the space tO the noht under S lsama has been fi‖ed in.The second Pair oi nLmbers′
612らand 6123′are nOt exacJy the same.Therefore the spaceぼthe‖
ght under D ldiflel・iPnl
has been illed in.The nex,pair′$898 and S898′are marked,o show thl,:hey are the Same.
The fourth pair′ア210 and 72′10′are marked as different because One has a period in it while
the other has a、comm .
Now inark the nex,Iour items lo『prac‖e.
792     792
6123    6122
72,10   72.10
33333   33323
117!    117!
66966696
You should have marked them D, S, D, and S'
Have you any questions?
when the signal is given, lurn this sheet oter and check as many pairs o[ numbers as you can in
five minutes. Put a heavy black mark belween the little doned linis under 
the S if the two
numbers are exactly the rame. lf they are differenl in g way, put a heavy black mark between
the little dotted lines under fhe D. lf you want to change an answer, be'sure lo 
erase complelely'
Do not waste time making pretly marlis. A heavy Uack mark beiween lhe two 
lirtle dotted hnes
is all that is needed. Work as last and accuralely as possible'
cOpYRIGH7.195'
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?
﹈
﹈?
???〓
?
﹈?
?? ?
?
「
???
???
っ??
?
?〓?
?
?????
﹈?
?
?
? ????
???
??
〓??? S898    3898
2442
﹈??
?
‐‐
‐
??
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?
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﹈
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100 .    100
'1.67    31.67
,8       83
119156   ギ163291
,63291   $63291
222227  .222227
)9000.0  8900.0
'69      596
,74%  S674
754932   754632
590     .590
)00.001  ′ 0,0001
1.793     1,793
,8E44  68E44
,34      634
,6.03′
6ヽ3.89
'70シ`
'786C
,34,01%
167.73
|
1:議6
56.()3%
S()38`)
670,`
5786C
834.01%
4677.33
S6.48
8888666
S   D
・  : 875.566
S   D
li  S587?.3
S   D
400000
1  43%
S   D
i    4789P
S   O
1 11679
S   O
21%.0
S   D
i l .2234%
S   D
.5890
: 58と21
:    21345
S   D
121,21*
S   D
     813.2
S   D
42.610
S   p
l  156%
D
1479%
$90.03
1 45678
D
.00005
D
1 900001
D
i1689
D
1 6934721
0
:|$666.99
D
i:8320)ろ
D
i 58W30
D
1 322222
D
1 640′373
0
i S00.33
0
: 2223444
D
21.356
・3S%671
356BA
21.410
613.12
D23456
21.24%
S28.312
31,21,31
53998N・
28.710
1′5.69
8934)イ
345678
58.4%
D
133.222
D
9.4168
841
1i Slll.1
157
‐803.4
0
156G666
0
190.02%
D
||#81.79
D
1579843
D
:56B31
: 65′312
0
:i36578
D
:6892′4
0
1‐21.31
87.566
#5879.3
40000
43)イ
4789Q
l1678
21S.0
.2233%
.5890
50821
21345
131,21・
813.2
4.2610
56P
l  i3o6耐X 10668けtiiuel)21,356
S   D
S   0
S   D
S   D
S   0
476%
S90.02
345678
.000005
900001
698
693421
S666.99
8320%
58W30
3 22222
640′372
S00.33
2233444
3S%671
365BA
21.410
612.13
D23456
21.24%
S28,31
31,21,31
53998N
28,710
1′569
8934%
345679
58.4%
4938621
2()5′7
ホ304
‐533.22
68.1100
943′571
S.25
キ856104
77741
*5.422
54E566
845%
955.4%
.11112
793.22
S
S
S   D
S   D
S   0
S   O
S   O
S   D
S   D
S   D
S   0
?
??
???
〓〓?
??
?
??
??
??? ??〓＝
??
??
〓? ??〓〓
? ??
S   D
S   D
S   D
13■21洋
31,135
2′456
U12345
546.211
489.211
‐9400
S79.45
98X‐500
45,131
()21G
S385.00
6940361
A6996ヽV
90.002%
13#21
31,135
2′456
U12345
54,6211
489,211
9400
S79.46
98‐X500
45,131
021G
S385,00
940631
A6996V
90.002%
+6903
'79115
68.99%
5566885
8435
791L
3156(31
.5.6.70
S589.76
32567
■21 nl1 21
690.111
112,321
115%Hl
l15,211
#6903
S79145
68。99%
5 66885
8435
791L
56(31
.5,6.70
0589.76
325676
カ rn121
690Pl l
l12,321
5%Hl
ll,5211
493821
295′7
*304
*533.22
681.100
94′3571
S.25
■856,04
77741
ギ5.422
54F566
845%
955.4%
。11113
‐793.2
P3789  P3689
21456   21456
S35.69 ,35.69
.28999  .82999
S359,60 S359,60
849を.38  84■.38
‐90.24   90.24
234567  243567
Sl16,75 Sl16.75
1921    1921
Ve190 VE190
Ⅲ291    S291
921rヽ   92.lY
42S81   42S18
121.11   112.11
S   O
S   D
S   0
S   D
S   D
S   0
S   O
S   D
S   D
11.04% 322.04,
97.53   697. 3
●                   S
5AT6  45AT6
6,432   56.4 2
11117  11117
S   D
S   D
S   D
S   D S   O
~|     =  ●  ・    ●●      
―
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TEST 5-SPACE V:SUAL:ZAT:ON
FORM A′ REViSED
DEVELO'ED DV:    ,
^       ・   G.GHmJeyp_F.L.氏ucL N.D.｀Warren&Jo S.Ford
:n tho piles of b!ocks shttn be:ow′a‖of,he‐b:OcL are thO samo size_and shap● . Your
task :sI●!o6k:al・●ach l●lered block and figuro Out hOw many Oホer block5 in th●pil●
iヤ,ouchos. For oach le‖er●d block′show thdしnumb●『of Oth●『b!0とks it,ouChes by f:!!ing
in th●answ●『space ttnd●r he p,oper numbor at ihe righ,Of th●:●‖br。
Look alth●firξl pi!●Of b!ocks shown be!ow.`B10ck A,odches 2 o,h● i bldcks_on●aboO●'
and・one bらlow. Thel●foro′,o the ribh,ofマヤh●le廿●r A′十he answ●r spうcさⅢund●r2hs
be●n markedo Nol● that B10ck D is nO,coun,ed as,ouching B19ck A′b● l se,heyヒom●
,o96ther only al lh●i『 cornerso Coun,only tt numb●『。fb:ocks,ouching sides′lops′
b。‖oms′o『ondS.'Now!ook al B:ock B. lャ:s Oasy,o50e'hal il,ouches,helblocks m二rked
C and D′bul′if you!ook carefu‖y you wi!!tee thal:t a150'OuChes thb block mark●dE.
Becauこo block B,ouches、threo other b10cks′,he,hird answ●r spate fo‖owing,he!oller
B has been marked. The corroct answers have.a:sO been marked for C′D′and Eo Chieck
ャhom now lo seb thal you agree with the answ●rs given.
‥‥‥
?
‥‥‥‥
?〕?
?
‥??????
???
????
????????
?
』
????
??〓
?
‥ー
‥‥‥
―
?
?
〓?
?
? ????
﹈??? ???「
?????
??
?
?
?
????
??
?
?
??
?
????〓??
?
?
? ???
?
?
?
??????
?
?????????
???????????????????????
?
?
???????
??
?
?
??
1
A:=:
ユ
B:::::
1
C:::::
1
D:::::
1
E:::::
A::::: :::::
B::::: :::=1   2
C::::: :::::
D::::: =::
E=::: :::=
2345
2345
2   .3    4    5
2345
2345
7     8
7   ● 3
7      8
7     8
7      8
56
::::: I
55
55
56
5678
10
10
10
10
10
Now look at.the-n'ext pile of blocks below. Block A touches 6 other blocks-l on the
leil,2 on the right, and 3.below. See if you can find them all.
Now mark the'answer spaces.to sho* the number of btocks touching B, C, D, and E.
?
?
?〓?
?
??
?
??? ?
? ???
????
．?〓?
??
You should have marked I for B, 5 for C,21or D, and 6 lor E. lf you made any mistikes,
check them carefulii.
Do you have any questions?
When the tignal is given, turh the page and work as many of 'the probtems like these as
.you can in five minutes. tn marking your ahsweig,-make a heavy black mark between the
iittl" dottrd linss beldw the answe, you hav6 chosen. tf you want to ehange an answer,
be rure to erase comPletelY
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Appendix F (continued)
Letter designates the simple figure embedded. To receive credit, subject's outline must duplicate the
ones shown. For use with the Group Embedded Figures Test by Philip K. Oltman, Evelyn Raskin, and
Herman A. Witkin. O Copyrighl, 1971, by-Consulting Psychologists Press, lnc.577 College Ave., Palo
Alto, Calif . 94306. All rights reserved. Reproduction prohitiited.
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Appendlx G
QUESTIONS FOR THE FOOTBALL FILM ANALYSIS
Play tli-
1. How far back dtd the.quarterback drop before throwing the pass?
2. How many possible recelvers qrere out ln patterns?
3. Which direction shouLd the player go "after recelving the pass?
4. After the receiver caught the pass how much addltional yardage would
you exPect him to gain?
5. From the llne of scrirmage what would you expect the total yardage
of the play to be?
PLay ll2
1. How many options were there to pass' if any?
2. From the llne of scrimmage, how many total yards would be gained
by this play?
3. What was the general directlon of thls play?
PLay ll3
1. On the fllm, what general direcEion was the ball carrier runnlng?
2. Whlch way should the player cilt to gain the most yatdag'e?
3. - Based on your declslon on which way he should run, how'many
additional yards would you exPect hin to gain?
4. What is your prediction for total yardage of the play?
5. How many potentlal tacklers were in good posltion to be threats to
the ball carrier?
Play ll4
1. What general dlrectlon did the quarterback move.before EhrowLng the pass?
2. Whlch direction should the player run to gain the most yardage?
3. From where the film was cut how many more yards would you exPect the
player to gain?
!65
' Appendix G (contlnued)
4. How many potentlal tackli:rs were in good*position,to be threats to
the ball carrier?
5. If the player declded to run the other direction fron what you sald,
how many yards would he gain?
PIay ll5
1. How many.yards did the quarterback drop back?
2. What direction did the quarterback drop back?
3. How many receLveis we?e out in patterns?
4. Were any other recelvers open?
5. How many yards lrere covered by this play from the line of scrimmage
to completion if the pass?
6. Where on the field was the ball recelved?
PLay 116
1. How many yards would you"expect the entire play to gaJ-n from 1lne of
scrluuibge to how lt should bnh?
2. If the quarterback had declded not to run the ball himself how nany
possible receivers were there?
3. Dld the quarterback make the rlght declsion to run it'hlurself?
4. How many potentlal tacklers were in positi.ons to be threats to
the ball carrler?
- 
PLay ll7 : ';
1. Wtrlch roay should the player run to gain the mobt yardage?
2. Based on your declsion on which way he should run how rnany addLtional
yards should he get?
3. If he ran the other way from what.ybu decided how many yards would he get?
4. IIow many potential tacklers were in 
.good positlon to be threats to
the ball carrler?
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Appendix G (contlnued)
PLay ll8
1. How many yards did the punt carry from klck to catch?
' 2. Shodld the player who recelved the punt run or call falr catch?
3. If he runs which dlrection would be best?
4. Based on your decislon about what direction'to run, how much yardage
- 
would he get?
5. If he ran the other direction how many yards would he get?
6. How many potential tackler6 .were.ln good position to be a threat
if he decided to run?
Play ll9
1. Which direbtion should the player go to galn the most yardage?
2. From where the film was cut how many additional yards'irould you expect
the player to galn if he went the way you said?
3. If he wenE'the other way how many yards would he get?
4. How many potentlal tacklbrs were in good posltion'to be a threat to
the ball carrier?
Play /110
1. Should the offensive player catch thls pass?
2. After catching the pass how many additional yards would you expect
him to get?
3. Would the player have a chance ro gain yardage if he spun and ran?
4. Were there any other posslble receivers out in patterns?
5. From the llne of scrirmage what.ls your predictlon for total yardage
on the play?
6. How many possible tacklers were on the player catchi.ng the ball?
7. How many yards did the quarterback drop back before releaslng the pass?
―        . .…      ・ ―        .・ ,・
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